Michigan Argentine Tango Club
2nd Anniversary Celebration

featuring workshops with Christopher Nassopoulos and Caroline Peattie
and guest DJ Robin Thomas

September 26-28, 2003, Ann Arbor, MI

The information in this flyer and all future updates are available at:
http://www.umich.edu/~umtango/events/anniversary-sep03/

We welcome you to join us as we celebrate the 2nd anniversary of the Michigan Argentine Tango Club. We've come a long way and we still have a long way to go. This celebration weekend is simply a few steps on that long road…

We will have 2 milongas with invited DJs. Friday - Milonga A Media Luz, in the charming and historic Cobblestone Farm bathed in only candle light. Bring a red rose and admission is free. On Saturday, we will have our good old Milonga Picante in the Pendleton Room. In addition, we will have workshops with two of the best social tango teachers in the US. Some of the local dancers will even be opening their homes to guests from out of town.

The only thing required to make this a complete celebration is YOU and your participation. Please come and join us for a weekend of music, dancing, camaraderie and fun!

WORKSHOPS WITH CHRISTOPHER & CAROLINE

Known for their extraordinary musicality and dynamic movement, Christopher and Caroline are among the finest Argentine tango instructors and dancers in North America. Together they have more than fourteen years of experience dancing and ten years of experience teaching. Both have backgrounds in athletics, body work, yoga, and pilates.

You will enjoy these very caring and generous instructors whose contagious humor creates a positive, upbeat class atmosphere. Skilled and talented, they exhibit a well-developed teaching strategy and a keen ability to analyze and solve movement problems.

Christopher and Caroline teach regularly in the San Francisco area, contributing to the high quality of tango that area is famous for. They have instructed and performed at major festivals and weekend workshops throughout the country. Their experience dancing throughout the United States, Europe, and Buenos Aires gives them a well-rounded perspective of the contemporary world tango scene.

GUEST DJ ROBIN THOMAS

Robin grew up in Belfast in the north of Ireland and moved to New York to go to film school. He worked as a professional photographer for 13 years before turning pro as a tango teacher and DJ. Strangely enough he came to tango from rock and ice climbing rather than a background in other dance forms. But he contends that nothing he ever did in ice climbing was as scary as asking a woman to dance when he was a beginner.

Robin Thomas is one of the top tango DJ's in North America. Hedj's many regular milongas in New York City as well as travels around the country to provide music at festivals.

More info about Robin can be found at http://www.close-embrace.com
MILONGA/PRACTICA SCHEDULE

**Friday, Sep 26: Cobblestone Farms**  
Milonga A Media Luz (DJ: C&C); 8:00pm – 1:00am

**Saturday, Sep 27: Pendleton Room, Michigan Union**  
Secrets of Success at the Milonga; 8:00pm – 9:00pm  
Milonga Picante (DJ: Robin Thomas); 9:00pm – 1:30am

**Sunday, Sep 28: Pendleton Room, Michigan Union**  
Practica (DJ: Ramu Pyreddy); 5:00pm – ??

WORKSHOP SCHEDULE

**Saturday, Sep 27: Room 2000 Chemistry Bldg.**  
Navigation in Tight Spaces I; 12:30pm – 2:00pm  
Pre-requisite: 3 months of close embrace tango

Milonga con Traspie; 2:15pm – 3:45pm  
Pre-requisite: 3 months of close embrace tango

**Sunday, Sep 28: Pendleton Room, Michigan Union**  
Navigation in Tight Spaces II; 1:30pm – 3:00pm  
Pre-requisite: 5 months of close embrace tango

Vals and Swirly Turns; 3:15pm – 4:45pm  
Pre-requisite: 5 months of close embrace tango

PRICING

Early Registration (postmarked on or before Sep 15)  
• One Workshop Day: $20 (students) / $30 (non-students)  
• Both Workshop Days: $30 (students)/ $45 (non-students)

Late Registration (postmarked after Sep 15)  
• One Workshop Day: $30 (students) / $50 (non-students)  
• Both Workshop Days: $55 (students)/ $85 (non-students)

Milonga  
• Friday Milonga: $10 or FREE if you bring a rose  
• Saturday Milonga: Entry allowed for Milonga Pass Holders which costs $10 (students) / $20 (non-students)

LOCATIONS

Cobblestone Farms  
2781 Packard  
Ann Arbor, MI 48108

Chemistry Building  
903 N.University  
Ann Arbor, MI 48109

Michigan Union  
530 S. State  
Ann Arbor, MI 48109

Michigan Argentine Tango Club  
2nd Anniversary Registration Form

If possible, instead of using this form, please register online at:  
http://www.umich.edu/~umtango/events/anniversary-sep03/register.html

Name: ________________________________  
Gender:  
Male / Female

Email: ________________________________  
Student Status:  
Student / Non-student

City: ________________________________  
Taking workshops as:  
Leader / Follower

State: ________________________________  
Years of close embrace tango: ______________

Workshops: Saturday Workshops / Sunday Workshops  
Milonga Pass (for Saturday milonga): Yes / No

Please mail this registration form and a check in the proper amount payable to the Michigan Argentine Tango Club to:

Michigan Argentine Tango Club  
2603 Braeburn Circle  
Ann Arbor, MI 48108-2603